Molecular networks embraced diverse biological and functional associations between genes and gene products, which are conducive for identifying novel genes and pathways of a specific disease phenotype. Although great progress has been achieved in high-throughput interactome mapping, the associations among genes still incomplete which caused the sparsity of Gene Networks (GNs). Here, we proposed a network-based framework, termed NIHO, for optimizing and completing GNs by integrating six genome networks: STRING, ConsenusPathDB, HumanNet, GeneMANIA, GIANT and BioGRID. NIHO learns high-level features of genes from the heterogeneous networks by an end-to-end way that consisted of neural network and matrix completion. Then, the learned low-dimensional representations are used to calculate the geometric proximity of genes in the projected space. Finally, NIHO infers the interactions among genes by analyzing the proximity scores and adds those interactions that originally not existed into GNs. The experimental results showed that the capability of GNs to recover disease gene sets get significantly improved after processed by NIHO. In addition, we not only examined the proportion of the added interactions but also observed the performance of NIHO can be promoted when the number of heterogeneous networks is increased.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gene Networks (GNs) have become increasingly prominent in biology, which captures the knowledge of diverse interactions, including co-expression, co-citation, co-complex, pathway, physical, signaling, and those occurring between genes and gene products [1] - [6] . The number of GNs is growing rapidly as well as the number of interactions within them, and various interaction types and construction methods lead to significant differences among those heterogeneous The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Leyi Wei. networks [7] - [10] . Although the correlation among genes has been greatly supplemented, various heterogeneous databases exist repeated data. We learned at most 20% of all potential existing gene interactions [11] - [14] . Thus, the GNs on which we depend to capture the properties of the biological process remain seriously incomplete, and the predictive ability and the related biomedical researches remain restricted because of the incompleteness of interactions [15] - [18] . Recovering disease gene sets is one of the most important applications of genome-wide interaction networks for improved drug-target hit and inferences, considering the key insight that the disease-associated genes tend to cluster in the same VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ neighborhood of the interactome [19] - [21] . Penetration theory indicates that disease gene sets could be observed when the number of genes in fragments is above a certain boundary [22] . Missing interactions caused considerable disease genes to be isolated from disease gene sets, and the selfformed subgraphs are too small to be observed, which devastated the progress of mining disease genes and weakened network performance. Consequently, the optimization of GNs is critical for obtaining further improvement.
To optimize the performance of gene networks in biological researches, Huang et al. [23] created a composite network with high efficiency by requiring the interactions to be present in at least two GNs. The large public database STRING use Bayesian inference to combine edges across multiple networks [24] . Merging valid interactions is an efficient method for optimizing a network, but new interactions that have not been mined cannot be revealed. On the other hand, exhaustively describing genes through biological experiments is costly and complicated, so more research efforts have been focused on developing computational methods for effectively guiding experiments [25] . Barzel adopted the global silencing of indirect interactions [26] , which helps transform rich, relevant data into insights about system interactions and doubles the discriminative power of associations. GNE combined the gene attributes with network structure to better compute the reliability of gene pairs to connect with each other [27] . Those existing methods predicted interactions and optimized gene networks based on single data source, ignoring the relatedness among the known databases. In respect of integration, Mashup learned the topological information of multi-network to perform the functional analysis of genes but ignored the non-linear structure feature [28] .
Informative network-based features play essential roles in predicting correlations among genes. There are some challenges to learn low-dimensional representations (also known as network embedding) [29] , [30] while preserving the structure feature from multiple data sources. In particularly, genes (nodes) those directly or indirectly connected with each other, or played the same role in the network structure always exhibit complex mixture relationships. Therefore, it is a challenging task to learn an informative representation that preserved the non-linear network features while remaining the predictive power for interactions [31] .
Neural network advances in information passing and fusing, owning good performance in extracting non-linear network structure and having a good application in many scenarios such as image classification, natural language processing and semantic analysis. Matrix factorization or completion are widely used in decomposing and preserving the known relatedness of the network, which are also used to learn node embeddings that preserved the structure feature [32] - [36] . In this paper, we proposed a framework, Neural Integration of Heterogeneous databases for the completion of bio-Molecular Network (NIHO), combining neural network with matrix completion to fuse the diverse information from six GNs: STRING, ConsenusPathDB, HumanNet, GeneMANIA, GIANT and BioGRID. To our knowledge, that algorithm is used for the first time to integrate the information of GNs to predict the interactions for reconstructing and optimizing GNs. The three contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: 1) We combined neural network with matrix completion to boost the capability of extracting and integrating the diverse information of multiple networks.
2) We inferred associations among genes by analyzing the geometric proximity in the projected space, and added those interactions not originally existed into the original networks. Experimental results showed that NIHO optimized GNs while achieving a significant improvement in network performances.
3)We also measured the network performance under different percentages for encapsulating interactions, and the experimental results suggested that NIHO finds the best percentages of adding interactions. In addition, the expansibility of NIHO to integrate additional GNs has been evaluated through valid tests. We expect that those gene networks after processed by our method can help the existing biological researches.
II. NEURAL INTEGRATION OF HETEROGENEOUS DATA (NIHO) A. MINING POTENTIAL INTERACTIONS VIA THE RELATEDNESS BETWEEN GNs
Different from other algorithms that combined sciencecomputing with gene networks, NIHO utilized the relatedness among GNs to predict interactions, which is achieved by integrating the neighborhood information of multiple GNs. For example, if a physical association exists between Genes a and b in Network X and Gene b is connected to Gene c by co-expression in Network Y , then NIHO can speculate that Gene a also connects with Gene c in someone relationship. The fragments of disease gene sets are distributed in multiple GNs. The interactions discovered by NIHO by aggregating the adjacent information of multiple networks help form highly observable disease gene sets.
B. A COMPACT FEATURE LEARNING
To learn the vector representations of gene features, we adopted an end-to-end manner that combines neural network with matrix completion (Fig. 1 ). In general, the process of feature learning consists of three main steps: (a) Neighborhood information aggregation (b) Updating gene representations with neighborhood information (c) Topologypreserving learning of the gene representations.
1) NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION AGGREGATION
For gene v, NIHO first adopted a single-layer neural network that is parameterized by weights W i , a bias term b i and a nonlinear activation function δ(·) to transform the embedded representations (randomly initialized through f 0 : V → R d , and continually learning in the process of topologypreserving) of the corresponding adjacent genes in network i. In the process of compact feature learning, NIHO firstly extracted and fused the neighborhood information of multiple networks through neural networks, then a projection matrix is applied to reconstruct individual networks. The gene feature matrix and the projection matrix are continually updated by minimizing the difference between the observed interactions and predicted interactions. In the second stage, NIHO calculated the geometric proximity of corresponding nodes in embedded space via the gene feature matrix and the projection matrix that preserved the relatedness among genes. Finally, NIHO analyzed the proximity scores of gene pairs to infer associations and examined the discovered interactions via experiments.
The process of neighborhood information aggregation is defined as follows:
where the D v,i indicating the degree of v in network i, stands for a normalization term. N i (v) represents the set of adjacent genes connected to v ∈ V in network i, and N represents the number of genome-wide networks incorporated in NIHO. The output of that layer is the aggregated neighbor information of gene v.
2) UPDATING GENE REPRESENTATIONS WITH NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION
Given the aggregated neighborhood information of gene v, a similar layer is used to combine the neighbor information with its own features. The process of updating gene representations is defined as follows:
The single-layer neural network that is parameterized by weight W 1 ∈ R d×(2d) , a bias term b 1 ∈ R d and the activation function δ(·) is applied to nonlinearly transform the concatenation of the original representation f 0 (v) and its neighborhood aggregation information, h v , then normalized by l 2 norm. We chose ReLU (x) = Max(0, x) as the activation function δ(·). The output of that layer is the vector representation of gene v.
3) TOPOLOGY-PRESERVING LEARNING OF THE GENE REPRESENTATIONS
Given the gene feature representations, we applied projection matric to learn the relatedness among genes. The process of VOLUME 7, 2019 topology-preserving learning is defined as follows:
where s(e) represents the original weight of e = (u, v, i).
We defined that if gene u connected with v through edge e, s(e) = 1, otherwise s(e) = 0. Eq. (3) indicates that, after the network-specific projections by Z i , the inner product of f 1 (u) and f 1 (v) should reconstruct the original edge weight, s(e), as much as possible. It noted that a similar reconstruction strategy has been used in [37] , [38] to solve the problem of predicting interactions. To preserve the structure feature of Heterogeneous Networks (HN), the gene representations and the projected matric are continually updated by minimizing the difference between the reconstruction and the observed edges. Here, NIHO adopted an end-to-end manner to train all unknown parameters by performing gradient descent to minimize the reconstruction losses. After step (3), NIHO found the best projection in metric space, such that the projected feature vectors of the genes are geometrically close to the feature vectors of their known interacting genes. Collecting the feature representation of each gene forms a gene feature matrix G. The projected matrix Z that aims to preserve the relatedness among genes is applied to reconstruct the gene networks through GZG T . GZ i G T . indicates the predicted confidence scores of interactions between genes in network i.
C. CALCULATING AND ANALYZING THE GEOMETRIC PROXIMITY
After given gene representations and the projected matrix, the geometric proximity of corresponding nodes in the embedded space can be obtained by GZG T that is equal to the reconstruction strategy. NIHO infers new interactions among genes based on the geometric proximity between them in corresponding space. Most methods infer new interactions among nodes by sorting their geometric proximity in the projected space. Here, NIHO looks for a threshold to divide gene pairs into interactions and non-interactions, and sets the interacting pair as a positive sample if the proximity score is larger than the threshold. The network threshold is set as a classification boundary to judge gene interactions, which directly determined the proportion of added edges. It can be considered that NIHO looks for the sorting percentage that performs best.
We named the network that needs to encapsulate interactions as the Target Network. Since the density distribution of nodes in each network is different, the proximity score of a gene pair is adequate to be connected in BioGRID, but different result exists in STRING. NIHO took a portion of the Target Network as a test set to confirm the network threshold, which performs best in interaction inference. NIHO calculated the geometric proximity among genes in the test set and preserved the threshold that makes the F1-score (considering precision and recall) of interaction prediction attain the highest point. Finally, NIHO calculated the geometric proximity among genes in the Target Network and performed the interaction prediction in accordance with the interaction confidence scores and network threshold. Interactions, not originally existing, are encapsulated into the Target Network.
D. VALIDATION OF THE PREDICTED INTERACTIONS
We not only verified the accuracy of the predicted interactions but also measured the improvement of the network performance in discovering disease gene set. We adopted the same methods as those in [23] , [39] to assess the network performance by conducting network propagation within the GNs. Disease-causing genes were marked and subsample genes were randomly erased. Then, candidate pathogenic genes were found by a random walk from the remaining genes. Finally, an AUPRC value was obtained by comparing these candidate genes with the erased subsets, and gaining an average AUPRC over repeated trials by 50 re-samplings [40] . Corresponding to every re-sampling, the edges in the network were shuffled, whereas node degrees were preserved to form a null distribution and null AUPRC. The comparison of the average AUPRC with the null AUPRC serves as the final score of network performance.
The ability of GNs to discover disease gene set will not be improved by arbitrarily adding interactions via integrating other databases [23] . Only the addition of interactions among disease-causing genes can improve the network performance, which increased the right probability of the next hoop when randomly walking in GNs to discover disease genes. Although the side effects of the wrong interactions will be less than the effects of the correct interactions, the process of identifying disease genes will be greatly influenced by unrelated interactions. Consequently, network performance, which means the capability of GNs to mine disease gene sets, could be used as a window to check the validity of the predicted interactions.
III. RESULTS

A. DATASETS
We adopted six GNs that were widely used by the public: STRING, ConsensusPathDB, GIANT, HumanNet, GeneMANIA, and BioGRID. High diversities in interaction type, construction method, and network size of these resources were observed. HumanNet and STRING aggregate different interaction types and study into a unified scored framework for gene pairs via Bayesian inference [41] . Con-senusPathDB combines protein interactions from molecular networks with many other interaction types [42] , and GeneMANIA is a state-of-the-art function prediction server that includes interactions with the high diversity [43] . Large differences exist in network size and topological structure, which were caused by different interaction types and coverages so that the number of directly overlapping interactions among these GNs are less than we imagined. In addition to BioGRID [44] , the other GNs perform well in recovering disease gene sets. Self-interactions and redundant interactions were removed from the networks. In six of the network performance experimental groups, those gene networks take turns as the Target Network. The remaining networks are used as auxiliary networks to input model for training, as the basis for discovering potential interactions among genes in that Target Network. Additional experimental groups can be added. We download 50 representative disease gene sets from the DiGeNET [45] database to evaluate network performance.
B. EXTRACTING THE TOPOLOGY STRUCTURE OF GNs
NIHO combined neural network with matrix-completion to extract and integrate heterogeneous information. We compared NIHO with IMC (Inductive Matrix Completion) [46] and HeteSim [47] - [49] because they evaluate the relatedness between objects by matrix completion. IMC adopts matrix completion to solve the link prediction problem, which learns latent factors that explain the observed associations from multiple types of evidence. HeteSim measures the relatedness of objects with the same or different types in a uniform framework via decomposition of atomic relations. Those methods are widely used in decomposing and preserving the known relatedness of the network [50]- [52] .
AUC [53] and AUPRC [54] were adopted to evaluate the rankings generated for interactions by those three methods ( Fig. 2) . NIHO outperformed the other two methods both in accuracy and precision of the interaction prediction, because of the outstanding performance of convolutional neural network in extracting nonlinear features, which suggested that the extracted structure features more correctly match the origin network. The graph convolution operations that fuse feature information and preserve the original structural features have been composed into a complete and unified framework and continuously optimized by loss function [55] - [63] , which greatly improved the accuracy of the predicted interactions.
C. NIHO YIELDS SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE IN THE OPTIMIZATION OF GNs
The comparison of network performances suggested that NIHO efficiently discovered interactions among genes and enhanced the completion of gene databases. GNs that encapsulated additional interactions via NIHO achieved a significant improvement in the performance of recovering disease gene sets (Fig. 3) . STRING acquired great progress in the capability of discovering the genes related with Ki − 1+ Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma and Lymphoproliferative Disorders. The results of Hyperlipidemia and Mood Disorders slightly declined, as other GNs entirely had a below-average performance in those two diseases. ConsensusPathDB and GIANT also achieved satisfying results in our experiments; specifically, GIANT advanced in considerable diseases. Although the performance of Gene-MANIA was reduced (<0.1) in a few diseases, the capability to mine genes of numerous diseases has improved and is above the standard level. HumanNet is a wonderful gene network that outperformed GeneMANIA during evaluation despite its smaller size, and we observed that HumanNet has a minimum variance in the ability to recover various disease gene sets. The experimental results suggested that HumanNet is further optimized on network performance, a slight decline (<0.05) in recovering related genes of Lymphoma,Polycythemia Vera and Primary Myelofibrosis. The performances of HumanNet and BioGRID were improved in the largest number of diseases compared with other GNs.
In addition, we summed the performance scores of discovering fifty disease gene sets to observe the variation of the overall performance of GNs. Experimental results showed that the overall performance of GNs increased significantly after being processed by NIHO (Fig. 4) . We observed that GeneMANIA, which owns the most enrichment of Description of the changes in network performance. We observed the improvement of Network Performance in discovering most disease gene sets. Blue represents the meta-network scores, and yellow represents the score growth after filling, which is equal to the score of the filled network minus the score of the original network; thus, the yellow part can be positive or negative.
interactions, only exceeded BioGRID in network performance. GIANT followed ConsensusPathDB in the network performance, which has a larger network size than Consen-susPathDB. BioGRID had a lower performance than other networks while testing most diseases, but attained the highest improvement in total, which is related to its characteristics. The overall performance of ConsenusPathDB was originally greater than STRING; those two GNs were consistent after encapsulated the predicted interactions. The progress of network performance proved the rightness of the predicted interactions, which achieved the optimization of the network.
D. ADDITION PERCENTAGE
The percentage of interactions predicted for BioGRID is close to 10%, which is larger than other GNs; additional room for improvement exists by fully absorbing others adjacency information and applying to itself. On the contrary, the percentage of interactions encapsulated in GeneMANIA is close to 2%, as a considerable number of the discovered interactions already existed in it. The performance of Gen-eMANIA does not go beyond other databases despite its network size, which may be caused by the increment in network noises, as well as the number of interactions. STRING, which had the best network performance in different kinds of researches, still added interactions close to 6%. The addition percentages are from 6% to 8% for other GNs.
To examine the method of threshold selection and explore the rationality of the addition percentage, we compared the network performance under different addition percentages (Fig. 5) . The percentages are controlled through sorting the proximity scores, and the total score of mining 50 disease gene sets represents the performance of the network. We used iconic addition percentages, such as 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% as benchmarks, whereas 0% corresponds to the We observed the improvement of Network Performance in discovering most disease gene sets. Blue represents the meta-network scores, and yellow represents the score growth after filling, which is equal to the score of the filled network minus the score of the original network; thus, the yellow part can be positive or negative.
original network. The experimental results suggested that NIHO finds the best percentages of adding interactions through setting the network threshold, the performances of GNs that optimized with our percentages is better than the performances of GNs that optimized with other percentages. NIHO does not set the threshold in accordance with performance improvement, which in turn proved the effectiveness of that method. Experimental results also suggested that the performances of most GNs are no longer monotonically increased while the percentage of the added interactions reaches more than 12%. When the percentage reaches 20%, the performances of GNs returned to the level of the original network. Those findings may serve as a signal for future works.
E. THE EXPANSIBILITY OF NIHO
In this section, we further evaluated the performance of NIHO by varying the number of heterogeneous bio-molecular Here, we adopted the sum of performance scores of 50 disease gene sets to judge whether the network performance has improved. STRING ++ means that STRING has encapsulated interactions found by NIHO. GNs that processed by our framework have improved performance over the original. Results also suggest that network performance was not positively correlated with network size. networks. To examine the effects of incorporating heterogeneous data, we evaluated the performance of NIHO based on BioGRID when being trained using STRING only, and then added ConsensusPathDB, GIANT, HumanNet, and Gen-eMANIA step by step. We observed that multiple data sources can improve the performance of NIHO. The network performance of BioGRID has achieved a substantial improvement when incorporated STRING and Consensus-PathDB, and continually improved as incorporating other networks ( Fig. 6(a) ).
To show the expansibility of NIHO, we incorporated other databases to predict interactions for BioGRID ( Fig. 6(b) ). InACT, which contains most physical interactions between genes and gene products; The network size of InACT is smaller than BioGRID. HINT owns interactions of co-complex and physical collected from humans, S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, and O. Sativa datasets, with the same network size as InACT. We observed that the network performance of BioGRID achieved additional improvement when incorporated InAct, from 12.7016 to 12.8075, which demonstrated the ability of NIHO to integrate more networks. However, the improvement of rewards became too small to be observed when incorporated HINT, which may be caused by the saturation of the neighborhood information. The experimental results suggested that, although the increment of the number of networks can improve the performance of NIHO, the improvement of the reward is insufficient for us to incorporate more GNs continually.
IV. CONCLUSION
To optimize the uncompleted state of GNs, we proposed a framework, NIHO, which integrated the neighborhood information of multiple GNs to discover potential gene interactions. Different from the general algorithm, we utilized the relatedness among GNs to discover gene interactions and aimed to achieve the optimization of GNs. We not only verified the accuracy of the predicted interactions but also measured the improvement of the network performance in discovering disease gene set. Experimental results proved that NIHO achieved a significant improvement in interaction prediction, importantly those discovered interactions greatly improved the network performance. On the other hand, the effectiveness and extensibility of NIHO have also been fully validated by various tests. NIHO not only found the best percentages of the adding interactions to reconstruct and optimize GNs but also had the potential to improve performance when the number of heterogeneous databases is increased. In the future, we try to integrate additional information to optimize genome-wide networks, such as gene labels or disease proteins, and examine the relatedness between interaction types in the HN and the experimental results. Some bio-inspired computing models such as neural networks [8] , [64] - [73] and evolutionary algorithms [74] - [77] may provide powerful tools in gene networks analysis with our datasets. 
